"Hands-on" instructions

- **Log into Mira:**
  
  ```
  > ssh username@mira.alcf.anl.gov
  
  You should now be in your home directory: [username@miralac1 ~]$
  ```

- **Go to the VERIFI_Workshop project directory:**
  
  ```
  > cd /projects/VERIFI_Workshop
  > ls
  
  Hands-On
  ```

- **Create your own directory, copy the files and get ready to submit:**
  
  ```
  > mkdir $USER
  > cp -r /projects/VERIFI_Workshop/Hands-On $USER
  > cd $USER/Hands-On/RUN
  > ./submit.sh
  ```

- **Check if your job is in the queue and its status:**
  
  ```
  > qstat -u $USER
  ```